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Moisès Villèlia, 1954

This exhibition aims to explore the connection that Moisès Villèlia (Barcelona, 1928 Barcelona, 1994) had with the world of woodcarving. Many of the sculptures he made in
wood have not received the necessary attention, given the fact that much of his sculptural
production revolved around bamboo cane and art critics have always praised the originality
and quality of these works. “Moisès Villèlia. Wood Pieces. 1954 – 1992” intends to correct
this situation, for this is the first time that an exhibition has been exclusively dedicated to
analysing his production with this material and recovering its long, productive and relevant
connection. The exhibition is therefore a retrospective journey that contains more than
thirty pieces, many of which have never been seen before, produced over a forty-year
period of visual research.
Despite always being associated with the world of bamboo, Moisès Villèlia also used many
other materials without ever losing his creative personality. Wood, the material with which
he began his sculptural career, displayed the most continuity throughout his life even
though his sculptural world was primarily inhabited by stones, plant fibres, metal and fibre
cement. As Àlex Mitrani writes in the exhibition catalogue, wood “was a point of reference
for him and not marginal. Wood was at the heart of his work like the growth rings of a
trunk, a core from which to guide his adventures in other territories. This is why it
reappeared on several occasions in order to develop new ideas and exercises”.
His early pieces date back to the 1950s and are the result of visual research in abstraction,
empty spaces and biomorphism. This interest is clearly in line with many of the sculptures
that his European contemporaries, such as Henry Moore, Barbara Hepworth or Naum Gabo,
also produced in the early 1950s. The works that Villèlia made during this period were

admired by many critics at the time, including Sebastià Gasch, Alexandre Cirici and Juan
Eduardo Cirlot, as well as other artists such as his great friend Ángel Ferrant.
His sculptures became more constructive
and angular elements predominated
throughout the 1960s and 1970s, in
some cases combining in perfect
harmony with the characteristic organic
forms of previous years. It is at this point
that his ‘assemblies’ (muntatges) begin
to appear. The most important
‘assembly’ ever produced by the artist
can be seen in this exhibition after never
Muntatges, 1963
having been displayed in public for almost
six decades. The work, entitled Muntatges (Cabrils, 1963), was first shown at the Col·legi
Oficial d’Arquitectes de Catalunya (Architects’ Association of Catalonia) in the summer of
1963 and is one of the sculptor’s most important works. Maria Lluïsa Borràs described it in
1974 as a sculpture made with “pieces of wood cut in such a way as to allow dovetailing and
overlap, which are prone to endless variations so that the unit of time is indispensable, as is
a willingness to play on the part of the spectator”. This playful aspect is also a key element
in Villèlia’s work of the 1960s and 1970s, to the point of producing several detachable
constructions that blur the line between art and play as well as between design and
sculpture.
The wood sculptures that he made during the 1980s and 1990s, despite sometimes
returning to the biomorphism of his initial stage, are complex, almost architectural
constructions, many of them multicoloured and in many cases produced as models and
projects for public monuments that were never built.
An exhibition catalogue in three languages (Catalan / Spanish / English) has been published,
containing an essay by the art historian Alex Mitrani and reproductions of the works on
display.

